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GIVEINDIA VERIFICATION REPORT

GiveIndia conducts surprise visits to the places where the NGOs are located. These visits are conducted to
verify the information shared by the NGO about the benefits provided to the end beneficiaries. Our NGO
Relationship Managers and a team of dedicated volunteers find the address of the beneficiary and visit them
personally to confirm the validity of the NGO’s work. Here is a report created by the NGO Relationship Manager
during the verification visit :

Name of NGO Quest Alliance

Date of verification visit 12/21/2018

Name of Relationship Manager who conducted the
visit

Sanchita

Name of Relationship Manager who assessed the visit Naveen

Location of visit Samastipur

Details of the beneficiary[1] Ranjit Sahni

Verification Visit status of beneficiary[1] Success

Additional remarks by the Relationship Manager on
beneficiary[1]

School is located near a river which serves more than
11 villages and their strenght is around 490. School is
filled with BALA( Building as learning aid) paintings
made by teachers and students of the school. School
headmaster is very active in making student based
learning environment in all classrooms. They have
seperate classrooms for art and crafts along with
library filled with things made by kids with help of arts
teachers.

Details of the beneficiary[2] Bipin Kumar Thakur

Verification Visit status of beneficiary[2] Success

Additional remarks by the Relationship Manager on
beneficiary[2]

UMS kothya is one of the oldest school in Samasthipur
area and It lies in lush green village environment. Each
and every classroom is filled with chart beased
learning materials and painting around the walls. HM is
actively including kids in day to day activities like
cooking, cleaning and gardening.

Note to the donor: GiveIndia’s Relationship Managers travel to the most remote parts of the country to conduct
the verification visits. These visits are very important to ensure our donors that we maintain a high level of trust in
the ecosystem. A successful verification visit is a strong indicator that this NGO can be trusted with your
donations and will utilize the funds raised to provide support to the intended beneficiaries.
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